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This recording Te Llevo Bajo le Piel brings

together the last orchestra of the great Tito Puente

waxing eloquent behind one of the El Rey’s

favourite divas, Yolanda Duke. The only thing is

that Mr. Puente is no longer fronting his band.

Does that diminish the excitement of the album?

Perhaps, but only very slightly. His spirit continues

to charge the orchestra; even haunt it in the nicest

possible way. The fact is that Tito Puente left his

orchestra in fine shape and it is truly none the

worse for wear without him. Better still the

glorious voice of Yolanda Duke is there to carry

the orchestra as if as on the wings of a dove and

pushing it beyond where it might have gone were

it not for her powerful and memorable vocals. Ms. Duke has sinewy vocal chords.
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Ms. Duke can introduce a song at any pitch. There are times when she enters the lyric in the

upper register, beginning her flight as if she were leaping off a far off promontory high up on a

hillside. Then she appears to—as if she were a condor—catch a thermal, which is usually her

own high C, and soar in the azure beyond. Ms. Duke is simply unafraid of leaping off the

proverbial musical ledge and letting her lyric free fall, filled of course, by the powerful warm

burst of air from her infinitely expandable lungs. She gets her power, of course from the

bottom of her soul where the music and lyrics meet and churn a mighty wheel, mixing them

for Ms. Duke to inhabit as if she were the protagonist of each song; as if the song were written

for her.

This is not true of the Great American Songbook, the songs of which have been written by

some of the finest musical and lyrical minds on the continent. But here is where Yolanda Duke

seems to weave a magic spell on the repertoire, making them her own. She sings them with

unabashed, almost naked emotion, in her majestic contralto. But every once and a while Ms.

Duke takes flight into ranges that she would not normally venture, where she is absolutely and

devastatingly beautiful. There is a magnificent example of this in “Nadie Me Lo Podra Quitar

(They Can’t Take That Away From Me).” Of course, all of “Luna Azul,” performed as a cha cha

cha seems to exist in a rarefied realm. The haunting beauty of “Medley Myrta Silva” is a most

spine chilling bolero, especially as Ms. Duke reaches for those high notes as if she were singing

an aria.

The crowning glory—or at least one of them—comes in the form of another exquisite bolero,

“Contigo En La Distancia” a classic if ever there was one. Here Ms. Duke is at her absolute best

as she matches the ingenuity of the ineffable trumpeter Arturo Sandoval. The trumpeter

informs the song with a glow that only he can, from a burnished horn that seems to come alive

at his touch. Yolanda Duke, for her part matches the trumpeter tone for tone and creates her

own palette of colours so that the song floats on a diaphanous tapestry that swathes the rest

of the album in colours and tones that continue haunting the listener long after the last notes

of the Italian version of “Dio, Como Ti Amo!” die down.

Track List: La Neblina De Tu Amor; Te Llevo Bajo La Piel; Contigo En La Distancia; Eso Que

Llaman Amor; Muchos Besos; Dios, Como Te Amo!; Nadie Me Lo Podra Quitar; Luna Azul;

Medley Myrta Silva; Extraño Aquellos Años; Dio, Como Ti Amo! (Version Italiana).

Personnel: Yolanda Duke: vocals; Arturo Sandoval: trumpet, piano and other instruments (3);

Sonny Bravo: piano; Gerry Madera: bass; Willie Martinez: drums; José Madera: timbales; John

Rodriguez: bongo, bell, guiro; George Delgado: congas; Bobby Porcelli: alto saxophone, flute;

Pete Miranda: baritone saxophone; Pete Brainin: tenor saxophone, flute; Todd Bashore: tenor

saxophone, flute; Mitch Frohman: tenor saxophone; John Walsh: trumpet; Keven Bryan:
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trumpet; Pete Nater: trumpet; Richard Viruet: trumpet; Reynaldo Jorge: trombone; Sam Burtis:

trombone; Lewis Kahn: trombone; Noah Bless: bass trombone; Champion Fulton: piano (1, 2);

Ricky Gonzalez: conga, bongo, guiro, bell, timbales (6); Ruben Rodriguez: bass (6); Strings:

Anga Wood, Ant. Silverman, Belinda Whitney, Juliet Haffner, Larry Payking; Paul Peabody,

Robert Chauson; Chorus: C. Sierra, C Rodriguez, Franky Vasquez, J Martinez, Marco Bermudez.

Label: Amigos Records | Release date: April 2014

Website: yolandaduke.com | Buy music on: amazon

About Yolanda Duke

The lights go down, the band strikes the opening notes of the first song and for the next two

hours Yolanda Duke mesmerizes the crowd with her mastery of Latin jazz, Merengue, Ballads,

Bossanova, Salsa and Bolero. While that is a very real scenario today, it was but a recurring

dream for young Yolanda growing up in New York City. She was the gifted little girl with the big

voice, who––after taking singing lessons––began to take command of her talent and gain

confidence in her ability to entertain.
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